the location where he believes Alice to be that only a fraction of it could be relayed by Mort.
The real Alice knows where to look for the crucial signal bits, which are hidden at different time and wavelength positions according to a pseudo-random series seeded by the shared key, but Mort is stymied.
The use of UWB is widespread at microwave frequency bands, but we believe the use of it in visible light spectrum (where the information packing density is higher) to be novel. The continuous pulse rate is high (Pbps) and the power is very low. Normally in UWB receiver and transmitter are matched. Here the objective is that they should be deliberately mis-matched, with the transmitter sending more pulses than it is possible for the receiver to distinguish.
Consequently, by the Nyquist-Shannon Theorem (Signal to Noise Ratio version), a receiver who does not know precisely which pulses to capture will be unable to capture more than a small proportion of them. Effectively the attacker cannot relay the whole side-channel signal without amplifying the noise to the point where the signal is undecipherable. The beam contains too much information for a feasible transponder array to re-broadcast, and cannot be reflected using known mechanical or optical means.
This makes the proposed UWB laser approach ideal for use outdoors: simultaneous use of two 5 narrow beam directional lasers from different positions on a baseline of suitable direction and length allows the position of a remote object to be accurately determined in three dimensional space.
In contrast, although the use of multiple simultaneous distance bounding protocols allows triangulation within the convex hull of the base points 6 , objects cannot be located outside the convex hull with the distance bounding technique.
At the other extreme, on the small (tabletop) scale, the use of a single UWB laser allows a Platonic Faraday cage to be provided by a cardboard box.
